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EDWARD LONG OF INFORMATIONFARM.BLOGSPOT.COM
PRAISES ‘A CONVERSATION WITH ANDREW D. BASIAGO’

SEATTLE, WA (MARS) September 9, 2009 −
Edward Long of Information Farm on the World
Wide Web is acclaiming “A Conversation with
Andrew D. Basiago,” the six-hour interview of
Andy posted by Jessica Mystic on YouTube.
In the 39-part interview, Andy relates his
experiences in DARPA’s Project Pegasus as
one of America’s early time-space explorers
during the period 1969-72 and narrates the
seven episodes over 40 years in which the CIA,
in possession of a “quantum access” capability
since 1967-68, briefed Andy about his destiny as
a public figure to one day be principally
associated with the discovery of life on Mars.
The interview of Andy by Jessica Mystic is a
work of “deep exopolitics” that tells how the
emergence of time travel technology and the
discovery of life on Mars were interlinked. In the
interview, Andy describes several of the Marsrelated linkages between his childhood
experiences in the US time-space program and
the Planet Mars, including meeting three Martian
astronauts at the Curtiss-Wright Aeronautical
Facility in Wood Ridge, NJ in 1970, being asked
to read and remember his 2008 paper The
Discovery of Life on Mars in 1971, and two
trips that he took to Mars via teleportation from a
CIA facility in El Segundo, CA in 1981.
According to Andy, the US government has had
a fully operational teleportation capability since
1967-68, and by 1969-70, was already training a
cadre of gifted and talented American
schoolchildren, including himself, to become
America’s first generation of “chrononauts.”
His experiences in Project Pegasus culminated
in 1981, when, at age 19, he teleported to Mars.
In these dispatches to Jessica and Andy, Ed
addresses Andy’s experiences in New Mexico
while secretly serving in DARPA’s Project
Pegasus as a child in the early 1970s.

Edward Long
Information Superhero and Publisher of
Information Farm on the World Wide Web
Ed to Jessica: Hello, Jessica. I am 62 and live
in Eleele, HI on the island of Kauai. I have
researched the true history of humanity and
extraterrestrials for several years.
I want to congratulate you on your stirring and
important interview with Andrew D. Basiago. I
listened to this interview all day yesterday. I say
all day because I stopped and researched many
of the things that Andy was saying.
I lived in Santa Fe and Albuquerque and even
worked for the legislature in the state capitol
building in Santa Fe for the speaker of the house
of New Mexico. I have several friends who
worked for Los Alamos Labs, and at one time, I
lived near the Sandia Labs in Albuquerque.
I phoned friends of mine in New Mexico to let
them know about the interview and let them
check out some of the things that Andy related.
One of my friends eats regularly at the La
Hacienda and La Placita restaurants where
Connie Chavez worked and where Andy
mentions meeting Rumsfeld and the Bushes
when he was attached to Project Pegasus as
one of the children serving on the project. I was
particularly interested in Connie Chavez and her
relationship to Project Pegasus and will e-mail
Andy to see if he can provide more information.
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I’m also familiar with the old school site in Lamy,
NM outside Santa Fe that Andy mentioned as
the place where the children were medically
examined and cognitively tested after teleporting
to Santa Fe in 1970 and the Cerrillos Cultural
Center where the stargate was located where
they jumped to 2045 to recover data there.
I checked out such data points that Andy
mentioned as: tachistoscopes; chronovision;
Courtney Brown, who was involved in the
remote viewing of Mars at Emory University; and
Harold M. Agnew, who was involved in weapons
development at the Los Alamos National Labs
and who Andy has identified as the federal
science administrator of Project Pegasus…
I think that Andy is the bravest of the brave and
it’s evident that, as he told you, he is not afraid
to die to get this information out.
I very much appreciate the way you let him tell
his story in his own way for such a long period of
time. All the cells in my body are still tingling
from the excitement I felt from the interview.
I hope that you will continue to follow your
intuition and this will lead to more revealing
interviews in the future.

My Santa Fe friends and I got a big chuckle out
of the vision of a young Bill Richardson taking
roll of the teleportees after arriving in Santa Fe.

Andrew D. Basiago
American Time-Space Explorer and
The Discoverer of Life on Mars
Andy to Ed: When we teleported to Santa Fe,
all of Santa Fe is where we could and did end
up. In those days, they were still struggling with
their ability to put teleportees down exactly
where they wanted to have them arrive.
Usually, we would pop into view where they
intended, that is, the grounds immediately
surrounding the Bataan Memorial Building, the
pre-1966 state capitol before the present state
capitol building, the Roundhouse, was built.

*****
Ed to Andy: It took me all day to complete the
six hours of interview with Jessica Schab
because I stopped constantly to investigate and
understand what you were describing...
The cells in my body were tingling with
excitement listening to your story and I
appreciate your bravery and the sharing of your
experiences with those of us who have been
kept in the dark for so long.
When you teleported to the state capitol
complex in Santa Fe, do you mean the
legislative building? Exactly where in the
complex did you arrive?

The wooden frame of the bell tower atop the
Bataan Memorial Building was the visual
hallmark that we were told to look for after
popping into view somewhere in Santa Fe.
The specific place that we were told to gather
after popping into view in Santa Fe was an
ochre-colored retaining wall beneath the bell
tower of the Bataan Memorial Building.
Oddly, the entrance to that side of the building,
where there is an intaglio of the New Mexico
State seal on the floor, has been permanently
shut, as if to erase the physical environment of
the place that we were teleporting to during the
early days of US time-space research.
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One time, I popped into view down near I-25 and
Cerrillos Road and had to walk all the way up
Cerrillos Road to the state capitol complex.
During my three major fact-finding trips to New
Mexico in 2003, 2004 and 2008, I found people
who had heard direct eyewitness accounts of
children suddenly appearing in the state capitol
complex in Santa Fe in the early 1970s.
I am certain that when my book about my
adventures in Project Pegasus is published, yet
more people will come forward with eyewitness
accounts confirming my allegation that Santa
Fe, NM was the Kitty Hawk of teleportation.

Downtown Sante Fe, NM with bell tower of
the Bataan Memorial Building in its skyline.
It was here that the world’s first teleportees
arrived in the early 1970s during the early years
of time-space exploration by the United States.
By 1981, they were teleporting to Mars.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwE8m50sbWk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZBxSVoSIuM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnzwLvqhi-o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbEFMa0AFfg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qobG8x0-5os
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0-HOIgcr7E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pHIH8YLw9QE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nm3VAS_T3bM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXWLPCA8rvU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olVWQ1Iu-sk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwOz9VvzHAU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cASH3BBuM9c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcHb_EcKkCg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPF2PFmwuuo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EExFykfkTIE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLpK1ycTjv0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6eFIAck8nsk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99sycNu0gio
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XI5nrLc7a8Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQskUx20MeM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQskUx20MeM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdRTvHoN7Vk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zltC9WqUoo8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dqao4k-93nI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXKDvKbwFJw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xu5WRtnrCs4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQbjaDmyG_E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WL1QzCxS34
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKRYtc-lN7I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTnGHxt1m2U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-p6_qNzj2PQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQUfPYMgA4k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YmB_X370JQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddqIIc8ftfc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_g2kEeWG8w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNkBY9UWmGY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQUzvtHPXeA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYHT8VnKzyM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7Soeea3mnU
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Secret base on Mars revealed by Bob Dean
at European Exopolitics Summit, Barcelona,
Spain, 2009 (Courtesy of Project Camelot).
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